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1. Introduction

Every control process has a factual content Q from
which structures on controlled processes are derived.

An optimisation economics of processes in the
broadest sense does not express only mathematical

A

=(Q).

(2)

methods for solving models with restrictive conditions,

The factual content is chosen on the first level.

but comprises designing models and determination of

On the second level we influent a factual content in

restrictive conditions. It is necessary to describe all

time. Content of each control process is composed of

components coming into model, and to specify struc-

n grades, where

n~oo.

The factual content has a fonn:

tures among them. Every component has a fixed posidQn-1
)
dQ0
Qo = ( Ql =--;;;-······Qn =~,n ~oo

tion and can be included into a group with similar

.

(3)

behaviour.
An operation with singular values Qi' where

The control process means a process depending
only on the decision-making. The decision-making presents a choice of concrete value in the control process.
The controlled process is a process dependent on the
decision-making through the control process and proce-

i = I ,2 .... n-1, follows next two rules. A value change

of Qi on any grade is caused by a change on a grade
i+ 1 and to keep value

must be equal to zero.
When choosing an appropriate grade of Q11 , we

dural conditions. Procedural conditions are parameters
for structures among control and controlled processes.
The procedural activity is a set of all control and
controlled processes together with all structures proce-

Qi constant on a grade i, Qi+l

should keep an eye on a real ability to influence control process and reach relatively accurate results on this
grade. In specific moments the dynamic structure is
approximated to a dynamic-static model. A status be-

dural conditions.
A management proceeds on two levels. On the first
level we choose particular processes, which will make

tween these moments is called dynamic picture. For
the dynamic picture the following fonnula is valid:

up a model. On the second level a decision-making is

Q = const. if you like dQ 11 = 0,

(4)

11

realized on control processes within the model.
The first publication, which has given a systematic view on this theme, was written by V. S. Kane!
[!]. Afterwards virtual management moments have been

where n is a chosen grade in a control process. Further
it is necessary to choose a step dQ 11 , which is to be
realized. Generally holds that dQn ~o. but practically it
is applied a value step with respect to required accu-

defined by V. Beran [2].

racy of results and ability to realize these values.
Change Q11 over the step dQ 11 is called a passing to

2. Mathematical model of the problem [31

another dynamic picture. These changes have a given

The control process A [I, 2] is a basic component

minimal time step dt 11 • Such as for dQ 11 , dt11

~0.

For grades of factual contents in control processes

of procedural activity P, which is affected by a management on both levels. A fom1al notation for the pro-

there is a set of limitations L [1,2] represents formal,

cedural activity consists of r control processes.

organisational, technical or technological limits.
(5)

(I)
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where Jd is a inferior limit and /" is a superior limit of
factual content Q.
0 0,1 = V11 (o0.2 )· 11 E N,

The factual content (3) expands to a formula:

( 14)

where the second suffix means a different factual con(
11

QI

= dQo

,.... ,Qn

= dQn-1 ):

dt

tent of other controlled processes.

dt

Next formula includes all structures on factual

~oo;

Qo = QI

content controlled process.

c.Jfl\ QI ~I]:

Q2 "2111\ Q2

~ I]:

TI (vpl.i (Qu ),vp2)Q2.i ), ... ,Vpn.i (Qn.i )):

(6)

i=l
11

Oo.I =

> ld Qn-n,
< lu·
Qn-nl\

~

oo;

ii (v,z,J (oo. 1));

( 15)

j=l

and for control process (2) to

x,yE N.

A=(QIL).

(7)

By analogy with control processes there is a set of

where a set of limitations L can be dependent on the

limitations K [2] for grades of factual content in con-

other control or controlled processes and also on pro-

trolled processes.

cedural conditions.
The controlled process B

B=(OIK),

[2] is a further compo-

( 16)

nent of procedural activity that is affected directly on
the first level of management and indirectly via control

( 17)

processes on the second level of management. The
formula (I) for procedural activity with m controlled

where kd is a inferior limit and k11 is a superior limit

processes

of factual content 0.

IS

m
r
P= UAi,
U
Bj ) ;r,mEN.
(

i=l

Procedural conditions C [3, 4] are parameters with
(8)

changeable values, but they are constant for concrete

j=l

values in both control and controlled processes. ProceEvery controlled process has a factual content 0.

B=(O).

(9)

dural conditions are of three types. Existent Cd - we
can determine them, fuzzy

The control process fixes a definite number of
controlled processes and controlled process can be fixed

ence of probability by probability percentage and unpredictable - it is impossible to set them, but they arise

r
( i=l

v

U Bj;yE N,

we can specify pres-

during a procedural activity.

by a definite number of control processes.

A-<

em -

m

h

j=l

k=l

)

P= UAi, U Bj, UCk ;r,m,hE N,

( 10)

j=l

( 18)

X

B >-

uAi;

X E

N'

(11)

C = UCf,
X

i=l

(

where N is a set of natural numbers.
Structures V [3] among control and controlled processes are direct Vp and indirect Vn.

1=1

uq:z
V

)

;x,yE N.

(19)

k=l

The factual content of existent procedural conditions is marked U and W in case of fuzzy procedural
conditions with a percentage probability p.

(12)

(20)

Direct structures express straight changing of controlled processes via control processes. Among con-

C111 =(p.W).

(21)

trolled processes there are indirect structures, which can
be duplex. Both structures are realized on the first grade

An own content of procedural conditions

U0 = (U 1 ,U2 , ..... ,U,z};n ~ oo

of factual content.
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IS

(22)

Finally, a notion of dynamic detailed picture 1s

and

established. This notion specifies the dynamic picture

Po·Wo =(P1·W1•P2·W2, ... ,pn.W,Jn ~oo. (23)

with relations to procedural conditions. The dynamic

Particular grades of factual contents express two

detailed picture is a status in which all control pro-

next formulas for existent and fuzzy conditions.

cesses and procedural conditions are constant. A
mathematic fonnula has a form:
X

dUo
u1 = -.,\-.----1-.
"-----

TI dQo.i

v

i=1

n

dOo.j v dt
}=1
dU 1

u? = - - - - - = - - - - -

Uo =

-

1"

X

TI dQo.i v

i=1

n dOo.j v dt

1"

-

IQn,i =canst./\ f um.j =canst./\ l.Pp,iwp.l =canst.,
i=1
}=1
1=1
(27)

where x, y, z

' (24)

E

N and

11

is a chosen grade on control

process and m and p are grades on a factual content

j=1

procedural conditions .

.... ,U 'z = ___d_U_:.:.n~-1'---x

1"

fiQo.i v

i=1
where x._v

E

11 ~

N and

3. Examples of model application

rt Oo.j v dt

}=1

The first example solves a problem of material
transport from place X to place Y. A goal is minimising

=-

fuel consumption. A transport sort is opted on the first
level management where a concrete vehicle type is
chosen. Procedural conditions are given on the same

PodWo

1=1
Po·Wo =

level management, which means a choice of concrete

z
t
TI dQ0.1 v TI dOo.k v dt

P1W1 =

P2W2 =

route with its technical parameters. Finally, there are

k=1

expressed formulas among of all control and controlled

p 1dW1

processes and procedural conditions. The fuel consump-

z
t
TI dQ0.1 v TI dOo.k v dt

1=1
...pll Wll =

tion is a controlled process influenced by a distance

k=1
Pn-ldWn-1

change, which is a control process. A second grade of

z
t
TI dQ0.1 v TI dOo.k v dt

1=1

distance is chosen as a grade, where the second level
management will be carried out (the first grade of

k=1

distance is a velocity and the second grade is an acwhere z,t

E

N and

celeration). A direct connection to each grade of dis-

11 ~ oo

After the conclusion of procedural conditions we
get the structures fonnula ( 15) in a full version on a
factual level of controlled process.

tance is expressed in a fuel consumption fommla. This
formula involves procedural conditions that are integrated as parameters of connection among controlled
and control processes. A route vertical alignment represents existent procedural conditions and a traffic stress

rr(vpl.i(Q1,i ).Vp2.i(Q2,i ).) ..

represents fuzzy procedural conditions. There are limi-

i=1 ..... .Vpn.i(QnJ,n ~ 00

tations for the first grade of distance (velocity), which

iJ (vn)oo.j. )):

Oo,J =

are presented by the maximal speed limits on route

J=I

sections. The second grade of distance (acceleration) is

TI (Vl.k (U 1,k ), V2.k (U 2.k ), ).k=1 ..... ,vm.k (u m,k ), 111 ~ 00

limited by technical potentials of a chosen vehicle. A

fi (v1,1 (p 1.1Wu ).V2.1 (P2.1 W2.1 ),).-

(26)

computation of resultant formulas will be carried out
by the dynamic detailed picture method with a chosen

1=1 ..... ,Vs.l(Ps,/Ws.l),s~=

value step of acceleration on the second level manage-

x,y,:::,wE N.

ment. Between changes a linear approximation of acceleration change is used.
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project. A goal is to minimise real building costs.
Building methods, machinery and staffs are sorted out
on the first level management. It is sufficient to convert different parts of construction project to common
base for easier operating. The suitable common base
can be represented by volume of calculation costs or
percentage volume. The real building costs represent a
controlled process that depends on a performed chosen
common base (volume of calculation costs or percentage volume). A second grade of common base is acceptable for the second level management (the first
grade of common base is a volume velocity and the
second grade is a volume acceleration). It is necessary

lteikta 200 I 02 21

to realise that calculation costs are not equal to real
building costs. An actual relation is a formula, which
includes connection of real costs to each grade of a

EKONOMINilJ PROCESlJ MODELIAVIMAS
D. Macek

chosen common base. The existent procedural conditions are involved in the choice of concrete building
methods, machinery and staffs. The fuzzy procedural
conditions represent, for example, climatic conditions
on a site. There are limitations on the first grade of
common base (volume velocity), which are given by
technological limits. Organisation potentials present limits for the second grade of common base (volume acceleration). Management provided on the second level
management operates with organisation variations on the
second grade of chosen common base. Potential technological changes are solved on the first level management.
Mathematical expressions of both previous examples are presented in [3] and optimising solutions
are demonstrated there.
4. Conclusions

Santrauka
Ekonominil.l proceSl.l optimizavimas placiqja prasme nera
vien tik matematini11 metodq taikymas sprendimo modeliams
su ribojimais, jis apima projektavimo modelius ir ribojanciq
S'!lygq apibrezim'!. Svarbu apibiidinti visus modelio komponentus ir nurodyti jq tarpusavio priklausomyb~. Kiekvieno komponento padetis yra nustatyta ir jis gali biiti itrauktas i panasiai funkcionuojanci'! grup~.
Pateiktu modeliu demonstruojami procediirines veiklos
elementai. Procediirine veikla apima paciq kontrol~ ir kontroliuojamus procesus, iskaitant procediirq S'!iygas. Procediirq sq_lygos - tai parametrai, apibiidinantys priklausomyb~ tarp kontroles ir kontroliuojamq procesq. Kontroles procesas reiskia
procesq_, priklausanti tik nuo sprendim11 priemimo. Sprendimq
priemimas reiskia tam tikros vertes pasirinkim'! kontroles procese. Kontroliuojamas procesas priklauso nuo sprendimq priemimo ir yra pavaldus kontroles procesui ir procediirq sq_lygoms.
Valdymas vyksta dviem lygiais. Pirmuoju lygiu pasirenkami tam tikri procesai, kuriais papildomas modelis. Antruoju
lygiu sprendimq priemimas yra realizuojamas kontro!es procesais modelio viduje.

The ambition of this paper is to evoke discussion
about an ability to control economical processes. Economic processes modelling is aimed to optimise solving tasks via control processes [5]. An optimisation does
not mean only to find a concrete solution, but it comprises to give more information and recommendations
for a decision-making. In [6] there have been presented
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Prague 6, Czech Republic.
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examples of spreadsheet applications such as a simulation a sensitivity analysis and an optimisation [7].
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